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Transcript
President Clinton Relies on Public Opinion Polls
TOM BROKAW, anchor:
President today was more like a flashback to 1992 when his campaign motto was, "It's the economy,
stupid." Joining me now is NBC's Claire Shipman who's at the White House. Claire?
CLAIRE SHIPMAN reporting:
Tom, the President's message today: the economy and, in fact, anything but impeachment as part of a
highly effective strategy with some extraordinary results this year.
President BILL CLINTON: This morning we received more good news about the American economy.
SHIPMAN: A rosy scenario today for the nation's mayors from a President who's poll numbers have
never been higher, and likewise there's never been a President who's higher on public opinion polls.
Mr. STUART ROTHENBERG (Political Analyst): He's positioned himself where ever the public is,
wherever the public wants to go.
SHIPMAN: When polls show that voters liked camping and riding, Bill Clinton vacationed in Wyoming.
When polls showed the public wanted the President to ignore the Lewinsky scandal and do his job...
President CLINTON: I should be doing my job for the country.
SHIPMAN: Dick Morris, the President's former advisor and pollster, looked at some of Clinton's recent
performances with NBC.
President CLINTON: (From tape) We must save Social Security for the 21st century.
Mr. DICK MORRIS: Now, save Social Security, or later keep Social Security sound, the "s" words. That
absolutely dominated this speech.
SHIPMAN: Mentioned more than 20 times in the State of the Union speech and at four separate
Presidential events since then, because, Morris says, polls show it's a top priority for Americans. The
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polling strategy hasn't always worked. Clinton pushed sweeping healthcare reform and watched his
popularity plummet to 44 percent. But by seizing on other popular ideas, like the balanced budget, and by
talking jobs and education while Congress dwells on impeachment, Clinton has pushed his numbers to an
all time high of 68 percent.
How healthy do you think it is for a President to rely on polls to—to come up with his policy?
Mr. MORRIS: President Clinton doesn't use polls to determine what to be for. When he's for something
that's unpopular, he uses polls to figure out how to survive the experience.
SHIPMAN: But that survival instinct, many say, can also prove dangerous. A private poll early in the
scandal from Morris may have encouraged this denial.
President CLINTON: I did not have sexual relations with that woman, Miss Lewinsky.
SHIPMAN: Now that was not one of his best performances, and it's come back to haunt him over and
over again.
Mr. MORRIS: Yeah. What we're looking at here is the intersection of polling and perjury.
SHIPMAN: And the danger today, overconfidence, a belief that high poll numbers can protect the
President on Capitol Hill. They certainly didn't offer much protection against an impeachment vote.
And Tom, tonight there is some good news for the White House on another subject. Attorney General
Janet Reno has ruled against appointing another independent counsel. This independent counsel would
have investigated whether former Deputy Chief of Staff Harold Ickes may have lied before a Senate
committee. And the fear here was that that investigation could have broadened to include the entire
campaign finance scandal. Tom?
BROKAW: Claire Shipman at the White House tonight. Thanks very much.
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